
Who did it?
Where is Mrs Littlewood’s elf today

Case F iles: Private

Where is Mrs Littlewood’s elf I hear you ask. What is it doing today? How
many stars will be taken off his star chart?
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Well first of all, it's causing chaos in the swimming pool!
Case File
Mrs Littlewood came into school on a Monday morning and there was
nothing unusual in the swimming pool. However at 6N’s swimming
lesson there were toys and floats in the pool.

“The�� ��re �� ��y� i� t�� ��ol ���s ���ni��,” sa�� M�s �i��l���o�.
“The�� ��re ���s ��� flo�t� �� t�e ���l o� M��d�� a� ��r �e�s��,” sa��
Ly�i� �r�� 6N. “Mr� ��un�’s ��o�p ��� to �� ��d �e� t�� �h���s flo����g
in ��� p�o�.”
A photo was also found of an elf lying on a float in the swimming pool
in the 6N classroom. This is enough evidence for the Northampton High
School police to conclude that this naughty elf is one point down on its
star chart.
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Where is Mrs Littlewood’s elf next? On the Christmas tree in the
entrance to Junior School.
Case File
A report of the elf on the Christmas tree in the entrance hall called the
Northampton High School police to take action. A year 4 student who
prefers to go unnamed spotted that the elf was now on the tree just
inside the entrance hall. When the team was called into action they
checked the area thoroughly but the cheeky elf was nowhere to be seen.
This is another star off his star chart for escaping.
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There was also a report from a 6N student that there was a picture of
the elf on the Christmas tree in the entrance of the Junior School. This is
another star off his star chart for causing disruption.
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Where is Mrs Littlewood’s elf next?
Case file
The Northampton High School police were called when the elf was found
with Betty in Mrs Purvey-Tyrer’s office. Mrs Purvey-Tyrer reported that
he had not been there 10 minutes ago and that Betty was trying to eat
him. Mrs Purvey-Tyrer had put him in one of the draws in her desk when
she had found him and called for the investigation. When we got there

the elf had escaped. “I am ���� I sa� ��m,” Mr� �u�v��-Ty�e� aw����re�
w�e� q����i�n��. This is yet again two more stars taken off his star

chart. One for causing havoc and second for escaping.
★

Now that the elf has no stars, we sadly have to take him back to Father
Christmas. But how come he has no stars left I hear you ask? Well…
Case file



6N teacher Mrs Fordham called the Northampton High School police at
8:30 in the morning on a Thursday when she spotted that the elf had
written a naughty and nice list. The place was unidentifiable but when
we checked on elf facebook there was a picture clear enough to see who
was on the naughty and nice list. It seemed to be just staff.

● Miss Fraser - Nice
● Mrs Littlewood - Naughty
● Mrs Jennings - Naughty
● Mrs Blunt - Naughty
● Mrs Fordham - Nice
● Mrs Long - Nice

The elf has also been spotted doing lots of other unacceptable things in
different places in the Junior School.
But who ordered this elf? Who is in charge of it in the school? On further
investigation the NHS police found that Mrs Littlewood is the one who
ordered an elf from Father Christmas. This means that Mrs Littlewood
needs to be fined 110 pounds to make up for all the chaos caused by the
elf in Junior School.
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